PA N E L I T E
CLEARSHADE, BY PANELITE, NAMED ACCEPTABLE PATHWAY TO LEED V4 EQC DAYLIGHT
Los Angeles, August 28, 2018
Panelite, pioneers of translucent honeycomb glazing panels, now offer their time-tested ClearShade exterior
glazing with a new benefit; ClearShade meets the base requirement for all pathways to LEED v4 EQc Daylight by
providing glare-control technology. This is in addition to LEED benefits the product has always provided by way of
energy savings and increased daylighting opportunities. ClearShade has been on the market with some variation
since 2001, and in July of 2018, GBCI declared that ClearShade honeycomb technology meets the LEED
requirements for diffused daylight as a way to minimize glare while maximizing usable daylight on a LEED project,
a baseline requirement for the Daylight credit in all commercial rating systems.
LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, is the most broadly used green building rating system
in the world. It has been moving the green building market since 2000, and the requirements have increased in
impact incrementally over the past 18 years. In the current iteration, v4, there are five (5) primary credit
categories, and beyond focusing on a building’s energy and water efficiency, it quantifies and rewards the
benefits to human health and wellness, including that provided by natural daylight. While LEED typically
champions manual or automatic systems to control glare, GBCI and LEED recognized the streamlined, effective
ingenuity of the ClearShade system in accomplishing glare reduction without the added costs or maintenance
required with traditional glare-control devices.
ClearShade has been installed in hundreds of projects over the last 17 years, specified by many of today’s design
and sustainability leaders. Clients range from commercial offices, schools and museums to police stations and
airports, each reaping the benefits of natural daylight in interior spaces: improving health and cognitive function,
while cutting down on glare, solar heat gain, and energy consumption. The honeycomb structure provides the
unique advantages of solar heat control without a dramatic reduction in visible light; because of its light-diffusing
properties, it reduces glare without blocking out valuable light during key hours.
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ClearShade offers a modern aesthetic that is easy to maintain, cuts down on costs by reducing energy
requirements and the need for add-on elements (shades, lightshelves, etc), and creates a healthier, more
productive, more pleasing interior environment for end users.
Garmin, international gold standard in GPS technology, installed ClearShade on their headquarters in Olathe,
Kansas, designed by renowned architects Gould Evans. Project requirements called for a balance of views and
privacy, ample daylight, and a clean, modern aesthetic. The design team selected alternating vertical bands of
ClearShade for the office and manufacturing spaces, evenly distributing sunny and shady areas, and a continuous
clerestory of ClearShade for the dining facility, providing unimpeded views, with shade at key times of the day.
ClearShade is a time-tested technology that has performed successfully for 17 years in the field. ClearShade’s

ClearShade facade units at Garmin Headquarters, Olathe Kansas
Design and Photo: Gould Evans Architects

ClearShade clerestory units, Garmin HQ, Olathe
Kansas | Gould Evans Archs | Construction phase

energy-efficiency was validated by a NYSERDA (NY State Energy Research and Development Authority) grant to
study the Parrish Art Museum, a study that revealed 89% lighting energy savings, and improved user experience.
ClearShade was also studied by the Department of Energy /Lawrence Berkeley National Labs (LBNL) to evaluate
its long-term environmental benefits and energy-savings These savings are so significant that LBNL incorporated
ClearShade into its suite of daylighting and energy-analysis evaluation tools allowing designers and engineers
to optimize energy savings, user comfort and productivity. Now, the anecdotal and scientific research has been
validated by LEED for use worldwide.
For more information, or to specify/purchase ClearShade for your project, please reach out to:
Cori Izsak Gale
Sales Manager
Panelite
cizsakgale@panelite.us
To learn more about ClearShade and to view more projects visit www.panelite.us.
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